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Eaton - Electrical Projects & Solutions

Eaton - Electrical Projects & Solutions (E-EPS) is responsible for the execution of complex projects 

within the European Operations of Eaton’s Electrical Group. These are often assignments that 

require specialist knowledge. These kinds of projects engage a perfect organisation with full  

co-operation with the client and other involved parties. E-EPS takes away all your concerns. 

Many principals at home and abroad already use our extensive knowledge and experience in 

this field. With great satisfaction!

The services of E-EPS integrate and optimise the 
elements of an electrical system to make sure that 
it is aligned with business goals. We can help keep 
your power system safe, efficient, reliable and up-
to-date.

We have experience in complete electrical 
distribution projects for both electricity supply 
companies and large industrial conglomerates: 
indeed anybody with an electrical HV/LV distribution 
network. In many instances we carry out projects in 
close co-operation with the end client’s in-house or 
designated contractor.

Dedicated Partner    
The effective management of electrical power 
requires strategic thinking, intelligent system 
design, integration, co-ordination and control. As 
a dedicated partner, Eaton brings the knowledge 
and expertise necessary for on-site and remote 
access diagnostics, installation, modernisation and 
predictive maintenance. Whether you have a single 
electrical application or a comprehensive integrated 
system, we deliver the best solutions to enhance 
electrical performance, reduce operating costs and 
maximise the reliability, safety and integrity of your 
electrical equipment and systems. Our design, build 
and support services integrate and optimise all 
elements of an electrical system to ensure that it is 
aligned with your business goals.

Project Execution
With our project management services, you will 
have a single point of accountability and a reduced 
risk of project delays and failures. The result is a 
safer, more reliable and cost-efficient electrical 
power system.

With Eaton’s Electrical Projects & Solutions
you have:
• An expert discussion partner with specialist 

know-how and experience of all the phases of 
the project.

• A partner with a very extensive range of solutions 
for low and medium voltage networks.

• An innovative partner.
• A flexible partner geared to co-operate.
• A partner for both new construction and 

renovation projects.
• A strong, independent partner.
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Powering a Business

The Eaton Electrical Projects & Solutions team 

offers a comprehensive portfolio of support, 

tailored for every stage of a power system’s 

life cycle. Through our design, build and 

support services, we are dedicated to 

understanding your challenges and ensuring 

that your entire electrical infrastructure 

functions at its highest level.

Design - Engineering and consulting services focus 
on understanding your requirements and setting 
strategies for your electrical system in order to 
satisfy your business needs. 

Build - Modernisation and turnkey power system 
services deploy personnel in the field to 
complete projects, whether upgrading an 
existing installation or building a brand-
new facility. 

Support - Contract and support services
provide the maintenance, parts 
and service needed to get the best 
performance from your existing power system.
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Market segments covered by Eaton Projects & 
Solutions are:
 
Petrochemical Industries 
The oil, gas and petrochemical industries place 
high demands on reliability and the safety of 
power distribution. It is not simply a question of 
the economic loss that can result from overload 
or power outages. Just as important is the harm 
these disruptions can cause to people and the 
environment. Our experience has resulted in a 
number of unique, integrated onshore and offshore 
solutions that meet the high standards that apply  
in the oil, gas and petrochemical industries. 

Energy Distribution 
Electricity is transferred to distribution networks 
via main feeder stations. The latter form the link 
between the high-voltage transmission lines and 
medium-voltage distribution networks. To ensure 
safe and reliable energy distribution, substations 
are located at each junction in the network. The 
electricity that is supplied from medium-voltage 
networks is transformed to a low-voltage level 
before it is finally supplied to consumers. For 
this purpose, numerous transformer stations are 
installed in the network. The Eaton cast-resin and 
air insulated medium-voltage switchgear systems 
with vacuum interrupters are applied worldwide, 
where high demands are imposed upon safety and 
flexibility; ease of operation is also essential with 
respect to automated substations. Eaton offers a 
broad range of products and services to meet your 
requirements. 

Healthcare 
The healthcare segment places high demands 
on the reliability, quality and safety of electrical 
distribution. On the other hand, the sector has 
to cope with reduced budgets together with an 

increase in demand for efficient facilities. Eaton has 
a proven track record in the healthcare sector, with 
equipment installed in numerous hospitals across 
Europe. Hospitals and supply chain partners are 
benefiting from solutions that:
•   Prevent Hospital Interruptions 
•   Improve Energy and Reduce Operating Costs
•   Increase Facility Capital Utilisation

Commercial Buildings/
Light Commercial Applications
In large buildings and shopping centres, medium- 
and low-voltage electricity distribution is often 
applied together. The Eaton companies 
excel in combining their products and know-how 
into application specific solutions: right from the 
medium-voltage distribution to intelligent bus 
systems for building automation. A comprehensive 
range of circuit protection and control equipment 
utilising the very latest technology enables us 
to provide the solution to almost any installation 
problem. Special distribution and control equipment 
can be designed to incorporate, either individually 
or in combination, a variety of fused equipment, 
MCBs, MCCBs, motor control gear and associated 
equipment. 

Residential Projects 
Every house has its own ‘power station’. Via the 
consumer unit, electricity enters your house. 
Although we take it for granted, you can only use 
electricity safely if this distribution system is reliable. 
Eaton’s Holec brand and MEM brand are market 
leaders for residential energy distribution in their 
home countries. Eaton is constantly improving the 
quality, safety, reliability, performance and choice on 
offer throughout the whole product range.

Eaton solutions to address your complete electrical power needs
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Design 
Engineering and Consulting Services

Engineering and consultancy services from Eaton focus on understanding your business 

requirements and setting strategies for your electrical system. Our engineers and consultants can 

help diagnose problems, identify ways to improve performance or transform concepts into flexible, 

practical solutions that can improve productivity and capital utilisation.  

We offer solutions for new constructions and existing facilities.
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Professional Consulting Services
Our engineering and consulting services provide 
up-front analysis and design prior to project 
implementation. Our electrical system engineers 
can quickly diagnose problems or proactively identify 
ways to improve the performance and operation of 
your electrical system. 

Design and Engineering Services
Because Eaton’s electrical engineers have extensive 
skills and expertise in electrical system design, your 
electrical distribution system will always operate at 
peak performance. Active membership in national 
IEC and other related agencies that write standards 
ensures that our engineers are up-to-date in design 
capabilities and are consistent with today’s 
state-of-the-art techniques.

Safety Studies
Working together with you, we identify and correct 
deficiencies in the electrical system, enhance 
personnel safety and reduce insurance costs. 

Automation Engineering Studies
Working with you, our automation specialists 
determine if your system could benefit from 
monitoring. Eaton then designs an electrical 
systems automation solution that integrates 
electrical distribution, generation and delivery 
of hardware, software and communication networks 
so that they perform as a seamless entity. 
This unique alternative to the conventional 
manufacturer-integrator-contractor team offers 
project management and a single point of 
responsibility direct from Eaton. 

Energy Management Studies
Eaton has the expertise to help you successfully 
integrate green measures into your electrical  
system. Our energy management studies analyse 
your system’s capability to supply energy to the 
connected load under steady-state conditions and 
provide optimal power factor correction. With a 
simple energy audit, we identify wasteful patterns 
in total consumption of energy from all sources, 
including electricity, gas, steam and compressed 
air. We then present recommendations that provide 
cost-effective solutions to shrink energy usage. 
There is nothing greener than being more efficient 
and using less energy. 

Audits
Through analysis, monitoring and equipment audits, 
Eaton’s experienced engineers uncover existing 
problems and develop strategies to prevent future 
system distress. We have the expertise to identify 
design weaknesses, determine why something 
failed to operate properly, find economic means 
of resolving system safety or performance and 
implement cost-effective improvements. In addition, 
Eaton can train your employees to maintain your 
system’s wellness as well as to preserve the 
integrity of your facility’s operating and maintenance 
strategy. 
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Build 

Modernisation and project management services 

Eaton’s modernisation and turnkey system services place personnel in the field to complete a 

variety of undertakings, such as managing a project from start to finish, re-conditioning or upgrading 

equipment, or modernising your electrical system. With our project management services, you will 

have a single point of accountability and a reduced risk of project delays and failures. The result is a 

safer, more reliable and cost-efficient electrical system.
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Project Management
Eaton’s project management relieves you from 
the burden of multi-supplier co-ordination by 
serving as a single point of accountability for all 
technical, financial and commercial co-ordination 
within the scope of the project. Additionally, 
our project managers manage the technical and 
commercial risk inherent in meeting project 
objectives, including performance, cost and time 
goals. Depending on your needs, Eaton manages 
either designated or all aspects of your system 
design and development.

Refurbishment Projects
Eaton can help you improve the performance, 
reliability and efficient operation of your existing 
electrical distribution system as well as extend the 
useful life of all equipment by modernising your 
electrical infrastructure. 

Modernising your electrical system also extends 
the recommended maintenance intervals for the 
existing equipment, which can reduce the downtime 
costs that would be associated with installing new 
equipment.

Power Quality and Reliability Projects
Every facility has an electrical infrastructure that 
drives the business. As such every wire, circuit 
breaker, switchboard and transformer, as well as the 
sensors, monitoring systems, uninterruptible power 
systems (UPS) and generators that support it, needs 
to be operating seamlessly and without problems. 
Today, a typical facility experiences 50 power quality 
events a year, at least 12 of which are severe 
enough to cause significant problems. This costs a 
huge amount of money in downtime and equipment 

damage. We use power quality and reliability studies 
to evaluate the safety levels and reliability of your 
electrical infrastructure.

Energy Management Projects
We excel at monitoring, measuring and controlling 
the power that flows through your facility and we 
turn it into a competitive advantage for you by 
helping reduce energy and operating costs while 
also improving uptime and reliability. Eaton can 
expertly design an effective power management 
programme for your facility.

Because the systems installed in your facility often 
operate on mutually exclusive platforms, it can be 
difficult to obtain the critical data you need. Getting 
these systems to work together to support a facility 
or enterprise power management strategy is not 
easy, but it can be when you enlist the experts from 
Eaton. As a full-service systems integrator focused 
on power system applications, Eaton can assess 
your facility’s electrical system and present you with 
cost-effective power management solutions.

Safety and Risk Management Projects
Eaton’s PowerChain Management solutions stress 
all three safety requisites:
•   Prevention, which reduces the need for people to 

interact with dangerous electrical hazards
•   Protection, which focuses on safe equipment 

design
•   Preparation, which provides training for people 

working in energised areas and specifies 
standards that keep you in compliance and your 
workers safe.
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Project Team
E-EPS generally fulfi l several turnkey projects each 
year, each managed in accordance with applicable 
regulations. The appointed project management 
team has carefully structured authority and 
responsibility to resource contracts accordingly and 
has a strict obligation to deliver projects safely, 
within budget and on time.

 

The way we handle your project 

We offer centrally co-ordinated management 

of all procurement, installation, start-up and 

commissioning of the products and systems 

required to implement unique power system 

solutions. Whether you have single or multiple 

sites, Eaton has the capabilities and the 

expertise to function as your single-source 

service provider.  With one single point of 

contact for technical as well as commercial 

matters we guarantee success. 

To enable us to offer a full spectrum of services 

and a new platform on which to tailor and 

deliver innovative practical solutions, E-EPS 

have engaged in developing strategic alliance 

ventures with leading utilities, technologists and 

other key manufacturers and service providers.
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- Project start-up (internal process)
- Site survey (optional)
- Final design report

- Basic design
- Detailed design
 + Production drawings
 + Site installation drawings
 + Site renovation drawings
- Procurement of materials
- Production of materials  

-  Site mobilisation
-  Site installation
-  Site commissioning
-  Take over

- Factory acceptance test
- Packing
- Documentation
 + Descriptions
 +  Test reports
 + Operation maintenance

Customer
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Technical design 
procurement

Initiation

Testing and 
shipment

Site commissioning



Advantages of Eaton project co-ordination

Risk Mitigation
• Single point of accountability, co-ordinating every 

aspect of design, procurement, installation and 
commissioning 

• Save time and money by eliminating the complex 
structure of multi-vendor projects 

• Bottom line: having a trusted partner and 
resources streamlines your operation

Operating Cost Efficiencies
•   Single point of contact, reducing customer staff 

overhead
• Reduced customer logistics cost through 

consolidated and co-ordinated deliveries

Greater Reliability
• Overall project control ensures that all products 

and services supplied are compatible
• Commitment to co-ordinated supply throughout 

the project

Effective Use of Capital
•   Customer only pays for co-ordinated and 

compatible supply and service
•  Flexible payment terms

Enhanced Safety
• Provision of risk assessment and method 

statement competence
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Modernisation and 
project management 
services

Project Plan 
When appointed as the principle and management 
contractor, E-EPS follow the regulations and 
recommendations by firstly producing a ‘Project 
Plan’ that includes the statutory health and safety 
plans and files required. 

Project Meetings and Progress Reports
Communication is crucial to successful project 
delivery.  Therefore from the outset we ensure that 
both clients, ourselves as managers, designers, 
prime contractors and any subcontractors 
understand clearly defined, clearly documented 
duties which are discussed, set and agreed. This is 
all in combination with the ultimate client and the 
client’s representatives.
At regular intervals a standard progress report will 
be send to the client with the following elements:
•   the main component’s status
•   planning with up-to-date software programs
•   a list of possible problems or other delaying 

factors

Quality Assurance
The project will be executed under the standard 
procedures of the E-EPS quality assurance system 
(ISO 9001 standards).



Distribution, Generation and 
Power Quality Equipment 
Primary distribution products include our 
comprehensive range that creates the backbone 
of your electrical system; from medium-voltage 
products for the substation through to the circuit 
breakers that protect critical loads.

Primary Products
•   MV switchgear
•   LV switchgear
•   Motor control centres
•   Distribution boards
•   Packaged substations  
•   Transformers 
•   Busways
•   Gensets 

Power Quality Products
These offer enhanced protection that addresses 
today’s reliability requirements. We offer a full line of 
power protection products including UPS systems 
as well as power conditioning products to resolve 
harmonics and voltage issues.
•   AC and DC UPS
•   Power conditioning products
The range of Transient Voltage Surge Suppression 
(TVSS) devices from Eaton protect against the 
harmful effects of transient voltage surges caused 
by lightning, electricity supply network problems 
and the load switching equipment your business 
depends upon.

Control Products
Control products allow you to control some of your 
most energy intensive loads.
•   Softstarters (intelligent motor control equipment 

starters) 
•   Adjustable frequency drives (variable speed 

drives)      
•   Motor monitoring and protection products 
•   HMI interfaces and communicating IO 

architectures

Monitoring Products
Monitoring products allow you to monitor, analyse 
and manage; 
•   Electrical measurement, meters and recorders
•   Logic and operator interface systems
•   Power management software
Eaton also offers products that further enhance the 
performance of your electrical distribution system.

Protection Products
• Power factor correction
• Active harmonic conditioning (AHC)
• Power factor correction capacitors 
• A full range of AC power surge suppressors for 

commercial and industrial applications
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Packaged Substations
These integrate major parts of the electrical and 
automation equipment in module containers. 
The equipment will be pre-assembled and pre-
tested. Thus, after the delivery of the modules 
to site, commissioning time can be significantly 
reduced while high quality is ensured.

Product Solutions 
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Green Solutions
PowerChain Management solutions provide the power to make a difference, helping our customers achieve 
their business goals while also maintaining environmentally sustainable enterprises. Tools such as energy 
audits and real-time monitoring of energy consumption enable customers to manage energy resources 
wisely. Products such as Eaton’s state-of-the-art UPSs, variable speed drives and lighting controls help 
conserve energy and increase efficiency. When possible we use SF6 free switchgear. Eaton is committed to 
sustainable solutions for our customers and for ourselves.
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Modernisation and 
project management 
services

Information Management Systems
Communication Devices
•   Power Xpert meters
•   Clink modules

Monitoring software
•   PowerXpert
•   Clink 
•   Power Management System (PMS)

Integration of Eaton and Third Party Systems
Eaton is able to cover a large part of the range 
of electrical and control components. As system 
integrator, Eaton Projects & Solutions always 
provide systems consisting of fit-for purpose 
products.

Eaton Industrial Switch and Fusegear
Eaton has earned a worldwide reputation for 
reliable, high quality switch and fuse gear, an area 
in which it is a clear market leader. Constantly 
updated and refined to comply with the very latest 
international standards, the range can accommodate 
the diverse requirements of the contractor, specifier, 
OEM and distributor alike. 

Eaton offers a full range of components for OEMs 
including:
•   MCBs 
•   MCCBs 
•   ACBs
•   Relays, timers, instrumentation, push-buttons, 

selector switches and indicating lights
• Switch-disconnectors & switch-disconnector-
 fuses
• Fuse-switch-disconnectors
• Changeover switches
• Fused combination switches
• Vacuum circuit breakers



Support 
Contract and Support Services 

Contract and support services from Eaton provide the maintenance, parts and service you need 

to get the best performance from your equipment that is already in place. Our field technicians 

and customer support engineers can start up and commission equipment, perform planned 

maintenance, monitor performance and diagnose problems remotely, as well as respond to 

emergencies on a 24/7 basis, 365 days a year. In addition, our customer support centres are 

available round-the-clock to schedule services, monitor equipment, send spare parts and provide 

emergency support. With optimal maintenance and support, your business will have more reliable, 

higher quality and more cost-effective power. Our support services help businesses make the most 

of their existing electrical equipment by optimising performance and extending the life of existing 

facilities.
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Electrical Services
Eaton Service has been providing specialist service 
activities over many years for Eaton Holec low-
and medium-voltage systems. The knowledge and 
experience built up over this period makes Eaton 
Service a sound partner for service operations. Our 
day-to-day work consists of commissioning, testing, 
maintaining, updating and repairing all types of 
switching systems. It also involves customised jobs. 

Eaton Service in Europe is a flexible and powerful 
organisation and we share knowledge with 62,000 
Eaton colleagues all over the world. We have local 
offices and authorised service providers.

Range of Services
• Equipment erection & installation - Pre and final 

commissioning

• Technical studies & reports, relay protection, 
earthing, power quality, partial discharge - On-line 
Service (Eaton-InsulGard), design

• Maintenance of MV & LV systems networks 
- Capital equipment. (All makes and models 
non-destructive, non-intrusive, predictive & 
conventional time based)

• Equipment Life Extension - Retrofit equipment & 
accessories including vacuum breakers

• Local operational site control - ‘SAPs’ based on 
client’s sites (SAP-Switching/Safe Systems/Safety 
Rules)

• Training for personnel competency and 
authorisation

• Crisis response and disaster recovery - 24 hour 
call-out retainer contracts and emergency/supply 
failure.
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Contract and 
Support Services 



Introducing the PowerChain:
Your Electrical System as a Manageable, Strategic Entity 

Every enterprise has a power chain. It’s the entire electrical infrastructure that drives your business 

- every wire, circuit breaker, load centre, panel board, transformer and piece of switchgear, as well 

as the sensors, monitoring systems, uninterruptible power systems and generators that support it. 

It is a single system with a life cycle that evolves as your business changes. And it can be managed 

as a complete entity: even sourced, monitored, maintained, protected and evolved to meet the 

ongoing needs and demands of your organisation. Seeing your electrical system as a power chain 

brings a completely new perspective. No longer can it be viewed as a collection of disparate 

pieces of equipment purchased independently of each other, with little regard to overall system 

performance and effi ciency and more importantly, long-term viability. The risks are too great. Having 

no single point of accountability leads to ineffi ciencies and costly delays while problems are fi gured 

out and solved. Your power chain has strategic value to your organisation. And that value can only 

be realised when you start to take control of your power chain.

Your power chain can be managed as a complete entity: sourced, monitored, maintained, protected and 

evolved to meet your organisation’s ongoing demands.
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The effective chain of power supply: 
PowerChain Management™
Eaton understands that every application of 
electrical energy has strategic characteristics.
Management of the power supply in every 
building and every industry must be proactive, 
for the entire service life of the installation. 
There must be cohesion in the large number of 
electrical components making up an installation. 
To achieve this cohesion and add substance to the 
strategic importance of a well-functioning power 
supply, Eaton has developed the PowerChain 
Management™ concept, which focuses on:

• Greater reliability - Maintain vital operations with 
a high-quality, continuous power supply every 
minute of the day.

• Operating cost efficiencies - Reduce operating 
costs with effective energy management and 
maintenance strategies.

• Effective use of capital - Put your capital to work 
faster and keep it working longer, with electrical 
designs that require less equipment and space, 
services that extend equipment life and 

 pre-assembled equipment that can be installed 
more efficiently.

• Enhanced safety - Reduce electrical hazards 
with safety-conscious design and installation 
of products as well as making products and 
information available to help people recognise 
and avoid danger.

• Risk mitigation - Reduce the risk of construction 
delays and cost over-runs with a co-ordinated 
approach to power system design, procurement, 
installation and maintenance.

Eaton tailors a PowerChain Management™ 
solution to the specific wishes and requirements 
of the customer. Its experience in designing, 
manufacturing, installing and servicing the most 
comprehensive range of electrical products puts 
Eaton in a leading position when it comes to helping 
customers with (the expansion of) their power 
systems.

How New Construction Can Benefit
A PowerChain Management™ solution from Eaton 
delivers major benefits before, during and after 
construction. With Eaton at your side, you have a 
reliable, expert partner at every stage from the up-
front design and installation of your electrical system 
to commissioning and life-cycle management. 
Any construction project is a complex task that 
can be full of headaches such as delays and cost 
over-runs. A PowerChain Management™ solution 
can help mitigate those risks through a single point 
of accountability that eliminates the guesswork and 
finger pointing to keep your project on track and on 
budget. 

Eaton’s expertise can also lead to a more efficient 
use of your capital. Your electrical system is a 
sizable component of your facility’s cost: some 
10% to 15%. By optimising the design, Eaton can 
often reduce the total capital required for electrical 
infrastructure. And with Eaton’s ability to rapidly 
bring the project online, your new asset will deliver 
revenue to the bottom line more quickly.



The PowerChain Management™ Audit

Eaton offers PowerChain Management™ Audits to evaluate power system designs and improve 

the availability and reliability of the power system. This method uses proven methods for analysis 

and helps determine whether upgrading critical elements of the power system, modernising the 

system or simply rehabilitating the system is the most cost-effective method of improving reliability 

prior to a failure.

Eaton’s PowerChain Management™ Audits consist 
of visual inspections, electrical measurements using 
power quality monitoring equipment, interviews 
with on-site personnel and reviews of utility bills and 

data. Specifically, Eaton will address interruptions, 
voltage sags, harmonics, surge protection, 
grounding, energy management and arc flash 
safety. Eaton will investigate methods of 
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How Existing Facilities Can Benefit
In all probability, your facility’s electrical system 
was never designed to handle the loads it 
supports today. And over time, as you’ve expanded 
your organisation, you have added more and 
more sensitive digital equipment. While new 
electrical equipment is often installed to support 
these incremental requirements, it often causes 
unanticipated issues in older parts of the system. 
As a result, the power issues associated with an 
aging facility are numerous: declines in productivity 
due to power problems, increased energy costs, 
growing safety concerns, inability to support new 
loads or reliability requirements and increased 
regulatory and compliance issues; the list goes on. 
To make this situation more challenging, it is all 
occurring at a time when most companies have 
reduced staffing for electrical design, installation 
and maintenance.

A PowerChain Management™ Audit can help 
turn things around. Working at your site, Eaton 
engineers can quickly identify, assess and quantify 
the problem areas to improve reliability, energy 
efficiency and safety. Their report will provide 
you with a road map to correct the issues and 
maximise performance so you see fast results. 
Eaton’s comprehensive approach to life cycle 
services ensures your facility’s electrical systems 
will operate at peak performance for years to come 
and can evolve to meet the growing needs of your 
organisation. Our equipment is designed to be 
easily serviced and effectively monitored, so it will 
continue to provide value to building owners and 
operators well after construction is complete.
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Reference Projects
Eaton - Electrical Projects & Solutions have 
successfully completed several turnkey/combined 
projects. In the accompanying leaflets you can find 
out more about the scope and details of these 
worldwide projects. For additional information 
about these projects please contact us directly.

improving the reliability of the power system to help 
you avoid costly downtime and repairs. 

The present state of the existing personal protective 
equipment is also evaluated. Cost and payback 
information will be presented where appropriate. 

Eaton reviews energy consumption to determine 
possible savings with utility rate structures, energy 
usage, time of use (on- or off-peak), power factor 
correction and various methods of metering. By 
monitoring trouble areas of the facility, Eaton will 
identify other potential areas for improvement and 
savings.

Eaton’s electrical group recognises the criticality 
of addressing the  entire power chain to give 
organisations the benefits of greater reliability, 
operating cost efficiencies, the effective use 
of capital, safety and risk mitigation. With a 
PowerChain Management™ Audit, power 
management problems can be resolved through 
a single, integrated solution at every level in a 
facility, delivering products, services, expertise and 
exceptional performance to address your complete 
power chain needs.
 
The purpose of this audit is to show areas of 
improvement in the electrical infrastructure and to 
point out areas that are well designed, maintained 
and operating at or above expectations.

Eaton’s PowerChain Management™ Audits offer 
varying levels of service depending on your 
electrical power chain management needs and the 
level of detail you seek for problem resolution. All 
audits are conducted by a highly qualified Power 
Systems Engineer and include a detailed analysis of 
the audit results and a comprehensive report.

PowerChain Tactical Audit
The PowerChain Tactical Audit is a baseline audit 
with on-site visual inspections and evaluation of the 
key safety, energy management and compliance 
standards, together with ongoing support for six 
months following the site visit.

PowerChain Operational Audit
The PowerChain Operational Audit offers a more 
robust audit including on-site visual inspections, 
overnight metering of problem areas and one year 
of support from an Electrical Systems Engineer.

PowerChain Strategic Audit
The PowerChain Strategic Audit is a three-year 
partnership evaluation of the electrical power chain, 
including continuous metering at the main service 
entrance point with quarterly data summaries, 
ongoing support for the duration of the study and an 
annual report summarising all of the study data.
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Eaton Corporation is a  
diversified power management 
company ranked among the 
largest Fortune 500 companies.  
The electrical group is Eaton’s 
largest division and is a global 
leader in electrical control, 
power distribution, power  
quality, automation and  
monitoring products and  
services. Eaton’s global  
electrical brands, including 
Cutler-Hammer®, MGE Office 
Protection Systems™, 
Powerware®, Holec®, MEM®, 
Santak and Moeller, provide 
customer-driven PowerChain 
Management® solutions to 
serve the power system  
needs of the industrial,  
institutional, government,  
utility, commercial, residential, 
IT, mission critical and OEM 
markets worldwide.

PowerChain Management  
solutions help enterprises 
achieve a competitive  
advantage through pro-active 
management of the power  
system as a strategic,  
integrated asset throughout  
its life cycle. With Eaton’s  
distribution, generation and 
power quality equipment,  
full-scale engineering services 
and information management 
systems, the power system is 
positioned to deliver powerful 
results: greater reliability,  
operating cost efficiencies, 
effective use of capital,  
enhanced safety and risk  
mitigation.


